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Introduction

Social, cultural and organizational differences between U.S. military forces (USMs), multinational forces (MNFs), other U.S. and foreign government agencies (OGAs) and non-government organizations (NGOs) make interactions between members of these organizations engaged in stability, security, transition and reconstruction operations (SSTR) less effective.

There is a wide diversity of organizations and cultures among the community engaged in SSTR. The organizations typically include USMs, MNFs, other OGAs and NGOs.

The events of 911, the Indonesian Tsunami and Hurricane Katrina each revealed fundamental problems with communication, coordination and collaboration between first responders from different organizations, be they military units from different services, different levels of government, nonprofit aid organizations or other agencies. These problems are intensified during post combat SSTR operations conducted in the midst of insurgency, terrorism, and criminality.

Although differences in national and organizational culture contribute to difficulties, cultural diversity is not the only problem.

Increasingly, research is revealing the difficulties of communicating and collaborating across organizational boundaries. Differences in organizational missions, structures and processes, human resources policies, reward systems and cultures create problems that make communication, coordination, cooperation and ultimately collaboration less effective.

Organizations can be viewed as social structures designed to facilitate collective goal achievement. As such they both enable and constrain behavior within and between organizations. Although competition exists within organizations, effective organizations align the behavior of individuals to achieve organizational goals. Recent development of communication technology, such as the Internet, has made inter-organizational virtual teams more common and highlighted the problems of achieving collaboration across organizational boundaries.

Collaboration is described as behavior that attempts to completely satisfy the needs of parties that have dissimilar goals (Mishra, 1996). Collaboration involves both high cooperation, attempting to satisfy the other party’s needs, and high assertiveness, attempting to satisfy one’s own needs (Thomas, 1979). Thomas also points out that collaboration typically requires problem solving to satisfy both parties and avoid conflict.

During SSTR it is highly likely that, MNFs, OGAs and NGOs will have some congruent goals, such as saving lives or property. It is also likely that they will have some incongruent goals, such as protecting national interests versus aligning with stakeholder groups. These incongruent may require resolution if conflict is to be avoided. For example, the MNF personnel might be
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seeking information, which it is not the role of the OGA official to provide. Lack of time can also make collaborative problem solving difficult.

Many researchers have proposed and shown that trust is needed for cooperation and the information sharing needed to achieve collaborative problem solving (Thomas, 1979; Mishra, 1996). Swift Trust is proposed to operate in temporary teams, particularly when there is pressure due to time or importance ascribed to achieving the project goals (Mishra, 1996). This is typical of the context of SSTR.

In this research, swift trust is defined as the willingness to rely upon team members to perform their formal and informal roles in a hastily formed temporary team involved in some aspect of SSTR. A form of swift trust could facilitate cooperation and collaboration in SSTR if MNF, OGA and NGO personnel perceive that they are working together in a type of temporary team. Unfortunately, this is unlikely to be the case.

The initial condition for swift trust is that participants perceive that they belong to the temporary team. Even in traditional organizations, members of virtual teams are often unsure who belongs to the virtual team (Mortenson, 2003). It is possible that in SSTR the USM, MNF and NGOs do share the perception that they are working together on a type of temporary team, particularly if they perceive a shared goal, such as economic development.

Theory proposes that swift trust is facilitated by a smaller labor pool from which the temporary team is drawn (Mishra, 1996). In other words, if team members are selected from a close knit community they will be more likely to know each other, know colleagues in common or anticipate that they may have to work together again in the future, all things likely to increase trust (Kramer, 1999).

Unfortunately in SSTR if MNF, OGA and NGO personnel are drawn in from different communities and the various communities are very large. Both of these effects make it less likely that new SSTR participants will know each other, will know others in common or expect to meet again on another team in the future. This lack of personal connection will reduce trust.

Swift trust is also proposed to be facilitated by establishing and communicating clear roles within the team (Mishra, 1996). Here the unpredictable nature of SSTR and participation by members of different communities makes it difficult, if not impossible, to train SSTR community members in their respective team roles, other than those employed by the USM. Nevertheless, in some industries which do not typically invest in training, swift trust can operate through social norms and practices used by experienced workers to informally “train” novices. In the film industry, for example, excessive politeness is used to reinforce acceptable behavior and provide negative feedback on unacceptable practices (Bechky, 2006).

Therefore, although the process described as swift trust could facilitate collaboration among MNF, OGA and NGO personnel in SSTR operations, many of the conditions and processes leading to swift trust are not present in the typical SSTR context, but there is an opportunity for USMs to implement collaboration training for USM personnel.

In fact an analysis of military leadership, doctrine, protocols, procedures and culture seems to indicate that military culture has developed to engender swift trust among members of the Service to quickly form temporary teams and collaborate to achieve their mission. As Army leaders progress upwards from direct leadership to organizational and strategic levels of leadership, they must operate across organizational and national boundaries and develop swift
trust with members of other Services and Allied nations (Army Leadership Field Manual No. 22-100). While individual services can quickly form teams internally and work collaboratively to achieve their mission, Joint and international temporary teams are not always so successful in developing swift trust, due to the previously mentioned differences in culture, goals, experiences, stereotypes and ideologies. In fact, the high cohesiveness and strong culture of military teams can make it difficult to develop trust across the organizational boundaries of Joint, multi-organizational and multi-national teamwork found in SSTR.

Therefore, our research question is what are the principles of successful inter-organizational interactions in SSTR and disaster response?

We appreciate that interagency interactions typically involve cross-cultural communications and other forms of diversity such as age, sex, religion, profession etc. This research is informed by those issues but focuses on inter-organizational issues to avoid confounding the issues.

**Methodologies**

This section describes our major methodologies for answering the research question.

We have collected data from US and allied international military officers about their experiences working together in hastily formed teams. Open and closed questionnaires were combined with a social network analysis to determine how stereotypes of national culture may have influenced patterns of collaboration.

Following Hurricane Katrina structured interviews were conducted with surviving organizations to determine what contributed to their survival and make recommendations to Governments and first responders.

We have conducted ethnographic observations and structured interviews during the Strong Angel III Disaster Response Demonstration in San Diego, August 2006.

**Conclusion**

Creating trust across organizational boundaries is a challenge to all organizations, no less the military engaged in the delicate SSTR operations. This research provides a methodology for identifying best practices and sharing them in a convenient, timely manner.

**Related Work by the Primary Investigator**

Dr. Roxanne Zolin, has conducted research on trust in cooperative work for over 9 years. Her PhD at Stanford University investigated interpersonal trust in cross-functional and geographically distributed teams. She is motivated by the research questions such as what influences people in organizations to trust and how does trust effect performance in different organizational contexts, particularly military organizations?

Summary of findings:

Our results suggested that cross-functional, geographically distributed workers may rely on early impressions of perceived trustworthiness when evaluating how their distant partners are delivering on commitments, because reliable information about actual follow-through is lacking or difficult to interpret. Consistent with this, we found that perceived trustworthiness, perceived follow-through and trust were relatively stable over time (Zolin et al, 2004).
We found evidence that co-workers perceive one another to be less trustworthy when they are distributed as compared with collocated. We also found that trust is more stable in distributed dyads – it increases less, but it also decreases less than in collocated dyads. (Zolin & Hinds, 2004)

We found that in inter-organizational new product development teams buyer representatives and supplier representatives trust differently. As these teams move from hierarchy to clan or network organization management needs to consider how to encourage norms of trust for these two different roles (Zolin & Dillard, 2005).

Virtual teamwork was found to have positive as well as negative effects on trust, while virtual organization had only negative effects. Geographic distribution reduced task interdependence, personal communication, perceived trustworthiness and trust. The cross-functional nature of virtual teamwork increased perceived trustworthiness, supporting the theory of Swift Trust. Virtual organization coworkers were more likely to be geographically distributed, to have lower task interdependence and to have less personal communication and to miss out on the benefit of Swift Trust from being cross-functional. (Zolin and Dillard, 2005)

We found that trustor’s perceptions of the trustee’s follow-through and ability matched the project manager’s assessment of the trustee. But we found that Trustors in distributed dyads rated the ability of their partners lower than the project manager. Finally, we found that Trustors in dyads with discipline diversity assessed the trustee’s ability and perceived follow-through higher than those in the same discipline. (Zolin, In Draft a)

Trusting improved the trustor’s process performance in terms of better flexibility, information sharing, problem solving and creativity, but had a negative effect on the trustor’s output performance. In contrast, being trusted improved the trustee’s output performance in terms of better time, cost and quality without affecting the trustee’s process performance. (Zolin, In Draft b)

We found that quality of information had a greater impact on trust than the quantity of information. Trust was more strongly associated with the organization’s culture of openness for non-supervisors than for supervisors. Finally, supervisor’s participation was mainly influenced by the quality of information received from their boss, while for non-supervisors participation was mainly influenced by the organization’s culture of openness. (Thomas and Zolin, In Press)

The research project Swift Trust between Military Officers in Temporary Groups was conducted at the Naval Postgraduate School during 2006. Newly arriving U.S. and international military officers were surveyed to determine their knowledge of each others’ cultures and how their stereotypes influenced the formation of project teams. A social network analysis was conducted showing the patterns of relationship as they developed during their first quarter working together.

The research project Strong Angel – Swift Trust was conducted during the Strong Angel III Disaster Response Demonstration. Strong Angel III was an international disaster response demonstration held in San Diego, California, from 21 to 26 August, 2006. During the demonstration approximately 800 participants from 200 organizations participated in an activity designed to replicate a flu pandemic for the purposes of testing communications, technology and social networks. Interviews were conducted with USMs and NGOs. The preliminary results of this research project indicated difficulties in establishing interpersonal working relationships
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between USMs and NGOs due to perceived differences in organizational goals, strongly held negative organizational stereotypes of the other organizations and perceived ideological differences between members of the two groups. A group discussion between USMs and NGOs indicated that USMs believe that NGOs lack appreciation for the military’s help and protection, while NGOs say the military hears, but does not listen (Strong Angel III, 2006).
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